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WINGS OVER PERSIA provides a
firsthand account of intrigue and adventure
of an American pilot flying in Iran, during
the revolution which overthrew the Shah
and installed Ayatollah Khomeini as Irans
Islamic dictator. Lou Martin was an air
force pilot for 22 years and a captain for
Japan airlines from 1970 to 1975, before
joining a small cadre of foreign pilots in
Iran hired to fly a variety of aircraft
throughout the Middle East.
His
passengers ranged from family members of
the late Shah of Iran to high-ranking
Iranian government officials, and oil field
roughnecks. His observations relating to
these flights are outlined in thrilling
chapter after chapter. He invites the reader
to mentally share his cockpit during these
exciting flights. Captain Martin was living
and working in Iran during the disturbing
days of 1978 when Islamic hard-liners
rioted in the streets of Tehran demanding
the overthrow of the Shah. The tempo of
the revolution increased to the point where
thousands of demonstrators were killed by
the Shahs army forcing him and his family
to flee to Egypt. His abdication allowed the
firebrand leader Ayatollah Khomeini to
become Irans despotic leader, and form a
ruthless
fundamentalist
Islamic
government. Several of Captain Martins
friends and colleagues were summarily
tried and executed by the Islamic
revolutionary guards. During the peak of
the revolution a personal friend was
stabbed to death by unknown assailants,
and fearing for his own life he hurriedly
left Iran. His exodus forced him to abandon
thousands of dollars of unpaid salary, a
Volkswagen and other personal property.
In the spring of 1979 he was prepared to
return to Iran in an attempt to recover lost
property, but an extraordinarily lucky event
in Rome, Italy, convinced him that
returning to Iran would very likely expose
him to arrest and confinement. Faced with
this dismal probability he returned to the
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United States to pursue a safer and less
exciting life. Congratulations on being the
2004 recipient of the Minnesota Aviation
Hall of Fames Best Aviation writing by a
Minnesotan! We enjoyed your exciting
personal account of your days flying as a
captain for an air charter company in Iran.
Your book was exciting and personal,
definitely the type of aviation writing the
MAHOF wishes to honor and encourage
with its annual award. Duane Jacobson Minnesota Aviation Hall of Fame
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Battle of Gaugamela - Wikipedia WINGS OVER PERSIA provides a firsthand account of intrigue and adventure of an
American pilot flying in Iran, during the revolution which overthrew the Shah Wings Over Persia Facebook - 16
secFAVORITE BOOK Wings over Persia PDF ONLINE GET LINK http:/// ?book [E-BOOK] Wings Over Persia
OPEN ONLINE REFERENCES Wings Over Persia, in 253 pages and 42 photographs, is a factual account of
intrigue and adventure of flying as a charter pilot in Iran President Dick Glovers First Meeting Rotary Club of
Excelsior WINGS OVER PERSIA provides a firsthand account of intrigue and adventure of an American pilot flying in
Iran, during the revolution which overthrew the Shah Wings over Persia by Lou Martin (2009, Paperback) - eBay
WINGS OVER PERSIA provides a firsthand account of intrigue and adventure of an American pilot flying in Iran,
during the revolution which overthrew the Shah complete Wings over Persia - Video Dailymotion Lou Martin - Wings
over Persia by Martin, Lou (2006) Taschenbuch jetzt kaufen. Kundrezensionen und 0.0 Sterne. : Customer Reviews:
Wings over Persia We departed on time and saw the sun rising over Tehran as we climbed out. Image Caspian Airlines
breakfast. Image Sunrise Image Approach Wings over Persia - Lou Martin - Google Books WINGS OVER PERSIA
provides a firsthand account of intrigue and adventure of an American pilot flying in Iran, during the revolution which
overthrew the Shah Wings over Persia: Lou Martin: 9781412001076: : Books WINGS OVER PERSIA provides a
firsthand account of intrigue and adventure of an American pilot flying in Iran, during the revolution which overthrew
the Shah Wings Over Persia by Martin, Lou: Trafford Pub., Victoria, B.C. The Battle of Gaugamela also called the
Battle of Arbela was the decisive battle of Alexander the Greats invasion of the Persian Achaemenid Empire. In 331 BC
Alexanders army of the Hellenic League met the Persian army of . However, it is possible that the Persian army could
have numbered over 100,000 men. The Sandole Brothers - The Sandole Brothers and Guests - Blue Wings Over
Persia - The Ladysmith News: Home Wings Over Persia, in 253 pages, a visual aid map and 35 photos, is a pilots
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true story of intrigue and adventure of flying as a charter pilot in [PDF] Wings over Persia Full Online - Video
Dailymotion Authors Notes The Minnesota Aviation Hall of Fame designated Wings Over Persia the Best Aviation
Writing by a Minnesotan for 2004. The notification Wings over Persia by Martin, Lou (2006) Taschenbuch: A
noted author and pilot, Martin was recently asked by Warner Bros Studios to loan a copy of his book Wings Over Persia
for use in the Wings over Persia - Google Books Result Youre free to learn to read and obtain Wings Over Persia
without cost, all it requires is you merely register as being a member. Obtain Wings Over Persia AT WINGS OVER
PERSIA provides a firsthand account of intrigue and adventure of an American pilot flying in Iran, during the revolution
which Wings of Persia Iran Aviation Tour Nov 2016 (part 2) - [PDF] The Linen Goddess: Travels from the Red Sea
to Prizren Popular Colection. by Jaeetmfxu. 0 views. [PDF] Wings over Persia Full Online. Like. Jaeetmfxu
FAVORITE BOOK Wings over Persia PDF ONLINE - Video Dailymotion This listing is for Wings over Persia by
Lou Martin (2009, Paperback) ISBN # 9781412001076: All previously owned books are guaranteed to be in good
About the author - The Ladysmith News: Home Wings Over Persia - Lou Martin. 1 like. Book. Wings Over Persia Lou Martin. Privacy Terms. About. Wings Over Persia - Lou Martin. Book. 1 person likes this Wings Over Persia by
Lou Martin. 9781412001076 eBay The 90min flight was over quickly and we were on block at 1634L (a delay of
114mins), passing our next ride, the B747-300 of Mahan Air which Wings over Persia - Google Play ?? ????? Find
helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Wings over Persia at . Read honest and unbiased product reviews from
our users. Wings of Persia Iran Aviation Tour Nov 2016 (part 1) - Lou is the author of three books Wings Over
Persia, Close Encounters with a Pilots Grim Reaper and My Life in Ladysmith, Wisconsin. The Lt. Col. is 81 years none
Wings Over Persia. 3 likes. Book. Wings Over Persia. Privacy Terms. About. Wings Over Persia. Book. 3 people like
this topic. Related Pages Wings of Persia - Home Facebook Greco-Persian Wars - Wikipedia Tracklisting: 1.
Wings over Persia Sandole 2:44 2. Way Down Sandole 5:35 3. Drums Sandole 4:00 4. Perhaps One Touch Of Sandole
2:51 5. Grenadine Wings over Persia - Google Play Buy the Wings over Persia (Paperback) with fast shipping and
excellent Customer Service. . Wings Over Persia - Lou Martin Facebook The Muslim conquest of Persia, also known
as the Arab conquest of Iran, led to the end of the .. These devastating defeats ended Persian control over Mesopotamia,
and left the Persian capital .. In various campaigns in Persia, Umar even appointed the commanders of the wings, the
center and the cavalry of the army. NEW Wings over Persia by Lou Martin 9781412001076 eBay : Wings Over
Persia: 250 pp., b/w photos, glossary, paperbound book in color cover, signed on t.p.: Best Wishes to Ken, Lou Martin.
Wings over Persia (Paperback) - WINGS OVER PERSIA provides a firsthand account of intrigue and adventure of
an American pilot flying in Iran, during the revolution which overthrew the Shah
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